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A BSTRACT
We can get useful information for various field such as traffic, disaster prevention and marketing by understanding pattarns of people
flow. However, it is still an open problem to analyze people flow
efficiently. We expect compression and data mining techniques to
contribute to analysis and visualization of large-scale people flow
data set. This paper presents a method to compress and visualize
large-scale people flow data set.
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I NTRODUCTION

Security cameras record many pictures of pedestrians every day.
It is worth analyzing the pictures to discover movement patterns of
the people, since we can get useful information to solve many social
problems. For example, we can establish better evacuation routes,
find causes of traffic jams, and come up with product displays that
attract more customers, by utilizing the discovered movement patterns. However, there have been large amount of people flow data
and it may be difficult to understand overall trends and find important elements in a short time. It is still an open problem to develop
compression and data mining techniques and visualize the movement patterns discovered from large-scale people flow data set.
In this paper, we propose a visualization technique for largescale people flow data set. The technique firstly compresses the
people flow data applying Universal SAX[1], an extended implementation of SAX (Symbolic Aggregate Approximation). It converts the numeric position data to sets of smaller sizes of character
data set. It then applied natural language processing algorithms to
the character data set to quickly discover typical movement patterns. Finally, the technique visualizes the people flow data set focusing on the movement patterns.
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Different from these methods, our technique firstly extracts typical
movement patterns and then visualizes them noticeably.
3 P ROPOSED T ECHNIQUE
3.1 Recording People Flow Data
We define a record of people flow data as follows: (1)Time that the
position of a walker is measured．(2)ID of the walker．(3)Position
of the walker in a 2D space (x, y)．We can construct a trajectory
of this walker by collecting the records which have the particular
ID corresponding to the walker, and then chronologically ordering
the collected records. Our current implementation uses a motion
capture device Xtion to record the people flow data. We assigned
a particular ID to each walker, and measured positions of heads of
pedestrians every dozens of micro seconds.

R ELATED W ORK

This section introduces several methods to analyze people flow and
other kinds of data recorded as trajectories. There have been many
existing methods which classify and visualize spatio-temporal people flow data recorded as real values. Fukute et al.[2] applied a spectral clustering algorithm to trajectories of people flow to classify
walking routes, and visualized transition of populations for each
cluster by applying a piled polyline chart. This technique does not
apply data compression techniques for people flow data set. Thack
et al.[3] converted the spatio-temporal trajectories preserving the
distances in the original space, and then divided the trajectories.
They succeeded to distinguish four types of trajectories collected
under different conditions. These studies showed visualization results; however, a common issue in this studies is that they displayed
all recorded trajectories. The visualization results are therefore so
complex that it may be difficult to find important routes or places.
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Figure 1: Flow of converting position values.

3.2 Converting People Flow Data to Sequences of Characters
In the next process, we generate sequences of characters from position values in the people flow data set, in order to reduce the data
sizes and make it easier to extract movement features, as shown in
Figure 1. We apply UniversalSAX [1], an extended implementation of SAX (Symbolic Aggregate Approximation) which converts
time series data recorded as real values to sequences of characters.
UniversalSAX has advantages against other techniques on preservation of numeric features of all dimensions and distances among
data items. The following briefly describes the processing flow of
the setup phase of UniversalSAX:
1. Divide multidimensional space (2D in this study) to multiple
regions, and generate a distances table among the regions.
2. Allocate a particular character to each of regions so that we
can convert positions described as real values to characters.
The sequence of characters usually construct much smaller data set
comparing with the original people flow data set. To compress the
data set further, we apply the run length encoding to the sequences
of characters. It is especially effective for sequences that same letter

continuously appears; it corresponds to a situation that a walker
stays for a while in one region. Contribution of run length encoding
is not only the compression of the sequences of characters: it also
assists the discovery of places which walkers stays for a while, by
searching for continuously appearing characters.
3.3 Extracting Features of People Flow
We extract features in the sequences of characters to understand
property of people flow datasets. One of the features is where
people stop walking. We can discover congestions and their average staying time, by searching for the characters which continuously appear in the sequences. Furthermore, we calculate distances
among the sequences of characters to search for particular walking
routes. Our implementation firstly deletes the numeric characters
from the run length codes and deals with the sequences of alphabetical characters. We apply weighted Levenshtein Distance which can
reflect differences between arbitrary pairs of characters by flexibly
changing costs of insert, delete and replace operations. In our study,
a difference between a pair of characters corresponds to a distance
between two regions which has been defined in the lookup-table
generated by the setup process described in Section 3.2.
In summary, Levenshtein Distance calculation in our study
takes into account the following features: (1)Places where walkers
passed. (2)Wideness of the walking routes. (3)Directions. Distance
calculation among sequences of characters is useful to search for
particular walking routes. We can adjust costs of insert, delete or
replace operations independently by adopting the weighted LD, and
therefore we can control conditions for search processes.
3.4 Visualizing Walking Routes
Finally, we visualize people flow data as sequences of characters
emphasizing its features. We generate nodes at the centers of the
regions divided by the setup process described in Section 3.2. This
process displays the connections of the nodes based on the sequences of characters to represent the walking routes. We suppose
two types of operations with this representation. One is to represent abstract of the data with the overview, like showing population
at each region to notice crowded places. The other is to select particular regions interactively and then display detail information at
the regions. For example, users can observe animations of specific
walking routes expressed by colored trajectoryies. We suppose that
users can find multiple regions that worth checking in the first operation then display the detail at the regions.The presented technique
can assist the understanding of the peculiarity of walkers’ actions
sufficiently and quickly, by visualizing people flow data emphasizing the tendency of the walkers.
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R ESULTS

Figure 3: Trajectories of walking routes (left) and a result of search a
particular route(right).

exhibits in the left and upper sides(Figure 2(left)). The dataset contained 5,531 routes recorded for 8 hours (9:00-17:00). We firstly
visualized congestions to briefly understand the tendency of the
people flow(Figure 2(right)), and then searched for where many
people passed. There were many large circles painted in yellow
or orange, from lower-left to upper-right regions, in the figure. It
depicted the regions were on a walking route where many people
passed smoothly. On the other hand, circles at upper-left regions
got red, which suggested certain number of walkers stopped in front
of exhibit there to look carefully. Especially, circles at the upperleft corner were larger than others, which depicted exhibits on the
circles got attention of the participants.
Next, we visualized particular walking routes near the exhibit
area and compared populations in each time periods(Figure 3(left)).
In particular, there were large number of blue segments corresponding to participants visited during 14:00-15:00, which illustrates
larger number of participants visited the exhibits around midday
comparing other times. We also confirmed whether most of people passed in front of the exhibit or not. We specifically entered
“UVTQJK“ as a route that connected two doorways directly and
did not pass near the exhibits. Several segments were visualized as
a result of this search operation(Figure 3(right)), which suggested
the several participants did not have attentions to the exhibits.
As introduced above, we successfully visualized various features
of the people flow. There might be several lacks of fine information
comparing with the original data, such as exact passing time and
smooth geometry of the walking routes. On the other hand, we
could quickly find the properties of people flow using only 62KB
sequences of characters and 53KB region information, compressed
from 669MB of the original data.
5 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we proposed a technique to visualize features of people flow data by converting real values of walking routes into sequences of characters. This technique allows users finding nature of people flow and important factors quickly. Future issues
of this study are follows: (1)More abstract representation of walking routes. (2)More functionality for searching for walking routes.
(3)Manual specification of region division in the setup process.
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